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after they are pulled 70 000 light years away from alpha quadrant the captain and crew of star trek voyager must
travel homeward while exploring new challenges to their relationships views of others and themselves as the first
extended critical study dedicated to star trek voyager this book examines how the series uses the physical
distance from the crew s home quadrant and the effect this has on the dynamics among community formation self
creation and a sense of place chapters cover topics such as time travel leadership models interspecies
relationships the impact of trauma models of self creation and individuality environmental influences on groups
and individuals memory nostalgia and how spiritual experiences affect people the holographic doctor and the
former borg seven of nine stand out as complex and boundary stretching figures entangled strands of past and
present endanger the future a wake of destruction and loss threatens the u s s voyager as chakotay assumes
command grief over janeway s impending death coupled with anxiety brought on by the disappearance of paris
kim and the doctor forces the crew to take increasingly dangerous actions in order to assure their own survival
but voyager doesn t fight alone behind the lines powerful forces have allied to give the starship aid toward this
end a familiar nemesis the cosmic meddler q sends paris and kim on a perilous journey elsewhere the doctor
trapped in a dimension alien to human understanding reunites with an old friend to help secure the fates of those
he s left behind yet the conflict raging in the monorhan system is merely a surface manifestation of more serious
turmoil the true struggle is rooted in the universe s very foundation standing at the eye of this maelstrom is
voyager whose crew may hold the fate of all a deadly encounter with hostile aliens has left captain janeway s crew
in a disease ridden prison camp to keep up morale as they plot their escape they share with each other the
unlikely paths that brought them to voyager and to the delta quadrant one by one they reveal their inner selves a
fair haired youth who seemed destined either for greatness or disgrace a half human half klingon woman to whom
no part of the galaxy was home a traveller and treasure hunter who found the greatest treaure of all a naive young
man who lost his love in pursuit of his dreams a vulcan who formed a surprising bond with a human woman of
courage and passion a child woman whose limitless curiosity led to a strange new world of marvels and dangers
and the man who is perhaps closes of all to captain janeway herself the man whose unspoken dedication may hold
the key to her survival in the exciting conclusion to the string theory trilogy the crew of voyager faces a conflict
that will shake the very foundation of the universe original on january 16 1995 star trek voyager made its
television debut the fourth star trek series had a very different premise to its predecessors flung 70 000 light
years to the unexplored delta quadrant far from the familiar federation the u s s voyager faced a long and perilous
journey home across seven seasons captain kathryn janeway and her crew encountered new species new wonders
new threats and some very familiar adversaries for good measure celebrating a quarter century since the series
first began the star trek voyager 25th anniversary special is an essential guide to the u s s voyager s exploration of
the delta quadrant featuring an exclusive new interview with kate mulgrew plus a season by season guide on set
reports and spotlights on production design and visual effects the star trek voyager 25th anniversary special is the
ultimate companion to the show that took the star trek franchise further than it had ever been before captain
chakotay one time maquis resistance fighter is ready to prove himself as the new commanding officer of the
starship voyager but sceptics back at starfleet command are watching him closely for any sign that he will revert
to his renegade maquis ways his first mission as captain to transport a group of displaced colonists back to their
home planet of loran ii seems easy enough make sure the planet is safe for colonisation unload the settlers and
head back to earth he even has an extra reason to enjoy the trip his sister sekaya has joined the mission as a
spiritual advisor to the gentle and peace loving colonists but on loran ii hey discover a mysterious storm an
ominously deserted settlement and a hidden threat from chakotay s past that could destroy them all will his career
as captain be over before it has even begun a companion to the popular syndicated television show offers a
complete show by show guide to the series including plot summaries and behind the scenes details mosaic tells
the life story of captain janeway a compelling tale of personal bravery personal loyalty tragedy and triumph as told
by jeri taylor co creator and executive producer of star trek voyager this is an in depth look into the mind and soul
of star trek s newest captain deep in the unexplored reaches of the delta quadrant a surprise attack by a fierce
kazon sect leaves captain janeway fighting a desperate battle on two fronts while she duels the kazon warship in
the gaseous mists of a murky nebula an away team led by lt tuvok is trapped on the surface ofa wilderness planet
and stalked by superior kazon ground forces forced to choose between the lives of the away team and the safety of
her ship captain janeway reviews the most important moments of her life and the pivotal choices that made her
the woman she is today from her childhood to her time at starfleet academytm from her first love to her first
command she must once again face the challenges and conflicts that have brought her to the point where she
must now risk everything to put one more piece in the mosaic that is kathryn janeway an alien scientist asks to
join captain kathryn janeway and her crew in the investigation of an unprecedented scientific find soon u s s
voyager is embroiled in a battle of wills among several alien races each intent on manipulating the discovery
toward its own end and decimating whole worlds in the process janeway must stop a quest for knowledge from
turning into a plot for destruction join captain janeway and her crew on a mission full of shocking twists in the
first new voyager comics story in over a decade a chance encounter with a reptilian alien race draws seven of nine
and the rest of the u s s voyager crew into an ancient class conflict that s on the brink of exploding into all out war
set during star trek voyager s amazing fourth season seven finds her newfound humanity in conflict with her
commitment to the prime directive when she finally makes her choice will it have the desired result and will there
still be a place for her aboard the voyager once the dust clears collects the complete four issue series from writer
dave baker action hospital star trek waypoint and artist angel hernandez star trek picard countdown star trek
green lantern in 1995 star trek voyager brought a new dynamic to star trek s familiar starship oriented show lost
70 000 light years in space voyager and its crew faced an uncertain and changeable future echoing anxieties felt
in the united states at the time these fifteen essays explore the context characters and themes of star trek voyager
as they relate to the culture and zeitgeist of the 1990s essays on gender show how the series both challenges and
reinforces typical sf stereotypes through the characters of captain janeway kes and seven of nine while essays on
identity examine the show s intersections with disability studies race and multiracial identities family dynamics
and emerging ai and humanity using the epic journey of homer s odyssey as a starting point for the series and
ending with an examination of the impacts of inception at the birth of the internet age this book shows the many
ways in which voyager negotiated different perspectives for what the future of the galaxy and the usa could be
based on star trek created by gene roddenberry and star trek voyager created by rick berman michael piller jeri
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taylor stranded far from the ruins of the terran empire captain janeway of the rebel ship voyager has crowned
herself pirate queen of the delta quadrant of course the locals won t give in without a fight especially not
scavengers neelix and kes and who is this apparent terran who calls herself annika hansen find out in mirror
voyager s amazing comic book debut collection of short stories based on the television program star trek voyager
captain kathryn janeway s starship voyager lavishly illustrated with detailed technical information this third
volume in the illustrated handbook series features the u s s voyager from the hit star trek tv series the perfect gift
for the star trek fan in your life this star trek illustrated handbook is an in depth illustrated guide to the u s s
voyager ncc 74656 using detailed artworks of key locations including the bridge sickbay and main engineering
plus its shuttlecraft equipment and the delta flyer this book explores the technology and science behind janeway s
ship and how it was adapted to meet the demands of the delta quadrant with illustrations and technical
information from official sources this book provides an extraordinary reference guide to this iconic ship when
captain janeway and her crew investigate a peculiar and dangerous anomaly tied to an alien civilization it sets in
motion a chain of events bridging uss voyager s past with its future spirits unbroken by the failed promise of the
uss dauntless captain kathryn janeway s indefatigable crew continues their odyssey of discovery through an
enigmatic region of the delta quadrant encountering a system inhabited by a species that according to known
physical laws shouldn t exist these unusual beings the monorhans hover near the edge of extinction technology
from the uss voyager promises life janeway compelled by the aliens plight dispatches seven of nine and lieutenant
b elanna torres to the monorhan homeworld but an unexpected shock wave crashes the shuttle carrying torres
and seven catapulting voyager into a place beyond the fabric of space time as b elanna and seven wage an
interpersonal war voyager struggles to prevail on an extradimensional battleground against an indefinable enemy
but fate has determined that one is inexorably linked to the other the insurmountable chasm separating voyager
from her lost crew members must be bridged or all will perish after voyager encounters a damaged alien ship
deep in the delta quadrant what at first seems to be a simple repair mission becomes much more complicated for
seven of nine as she becomes involved in an ancient conflict that will put her newfound humanity to the test from
writer dave baker action hospital f ck off squad star trek waypoint and artist angel hernandez star trek picard
countdown star trek green lantern a simon schuster ebook simon schuster has a great book for every reader the
long awaited follow up to voyager architects of infinity from the new york times bestselling author and cocreator
of star trek picard as the crew of the full circle fleet works to determine the fate of their lost ship the galen a
struggle for survival begins at the far edge of the galaxy new revelations about species 001 the race that built the
biodomes that first drew the fleet to investigate planet dk 1116 force admiral kathryn janeway to risk everything
to learn the truth celebrate star trek voyager with this epic coffee table book this fully authorized edition includes
new interviews archival conversations never before seen art and sketches and more everything you want to know
about captain kathryn janeway s starship voyager and crew just wonderful and so well written stuff i never knew
which surprised me and i was on the show you will enjoy this i guarantee ethan phillips neelix from star trek
voyager go behind the scenes of the making of a television classic with the cast and crew who brought the
adventures of the intrepid u s s voyager to life packed with in depth features on each creative department from
visual effects and art to costume and makeup this volume celebrates star trek s epic adventure in the delta
quadrant alongside production and concept art the cast including kate mulgrew and jeri ryan share their personal
highlights from seven seasons and 172 episodes of star trek voyager star trek voyager was groundbreaking it was
the first star trek show with a female captain and had the franchise s most diverse cast it pushed the boundaries
of visual effects and makeup further than ever before and literally took the show into new territory when voyager
was stranded in the delta quadrant home of the borg collective star trek voyager a celebration tells the behind the
scenes story of voyager s epic journey from its earliest origins and pivotal episodes to in depth features on writing
directing visual effects production art and more the ultimate guide to the making of a television classic based on
more than 30 new interviews featuring the nine principal cast members including kate mulgrew jeri ryan and
robert picardo and key behind the scenes personnel who reveal the stories and secrets behind the show star trek
voyager first appeared on tv on 16 january 1995 running for 172 episodes over seven seasons amoral shrouded in
secrecy answerable to no one section 31 operates outside the constraints of either conscience or the law they are
the covert operations arm of starfleet their mission to protect the federation at whatever cost someone or
something is trying to kill seven of nine as the crew of the uss voyager race against time to save millions of
refugees from an imminent stellar collapse the former borg finds herself the target of several apparently random
but potentially lethal accidents their investigations reveal a truth more terrifying than anyone could have
imagined as captain kathryn janeway and her crew fight for their lives against the most unexpected enemy of all
seven years ago the uss voyager embroiled in a three way conflict with federation maquis renegades and the
cardassian warship that was pursuing them took evasive action and found itself flung by means of a strange alien
technology to the furthest corner of the galaxy the unexplored delta quadrant many thousands of lightyears from
home more than 170 episodes later captain kathryn janeway and her crew have encountered planets races
civilisations and phenomena unseen by any other federation eyes but no matter the space they have explored or
the obstacles they have overcome their goal has always been the same the impossible journey home will the uss
voyager make it back to federation space and will her crew ever be reunited with those they left behind here is the
first chance for uk fans to find out in full what happens in the final emotive conclusion of the voyager story in the
climactic conclusion to the star trek destinytrilogy the greatest menace to the galaxy the borg were absorbed into
the caeliar gestalt with one exception seven of nine who finds herself trapped in a half existence neither drone nor
human seven agrees to join chakotay the former captain of the uss voyager to rendezvous with the ships that
starfleet command has sent into the delta quadrant and see if they can solve the mystery of the caeliar s
disappearance in a region of space which has lived in fear of instant annihilation voyager is charged with reaching
out to possible allies and resolving old enmities but these are not the friendly stars of the federation and out here
the unknown and the unexpected cannot be dealt with by standard starfleet protocols the u s s voyager finds itself
in a system where a planet might have existed but doesn t where the planet should have been millions and then
billions of people are appearing from nowhere and dying in the vacuum of space to solve the mystery and save
billions of lives captain janeway will have to face alternate versions of herself and the crew of voyager not just one
almost mirror image but many janeway will have to find a way to work with her alternate selves with whom she
shares much but each of whom has a different agenda at stake is the survival of voyager and the lives of billions of
innocent people nur seven of nine kann die voyager retten annika hansen wurde als kleines mädchen von den borg
assimiliert seitdem ist sie seven of nine nun muss sie sich an bord der voyager in einer für sie völlig fremden
umgebung zurechtfinden als das schiff eine gruppe flüchtlinge aufnimmt kann captain janeway nicht glauben dass
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die friedlichen skedaner ihre besatzung mainpulieren und die voyager für einen rachefeldzug einsetzen wollen nur
seven of nine ist immun gegen die telepathen doch sie wird von schrecklichen erinnerungen an ihre borg
vergangenheit heimgesucht when the sensors of the u s s voyager detect abundant plant life on an unexplored
planet captain janeway leads an away team in search of fresh food supplies they find lavish gardens inhabited by
an enigmatic alien race that holds the gardens sacred the fragrent blossoms are beautiful enticing and far more
dangerous than they appear one by one the away team begins to fall into deep comas from which they cannot be
revived unwilling to spread the affliction to voyager the away team is trapped on the planet until a cure can be
found but their investigation is perceived as desecration by the devout worshippers of the gardens pursued by a
fanactical mob slowly succumbing to the insidious effect of the blossoms janeway faces either a violent death or an
endless sleep tracking a shuttle s distress signal to the nearly deserted arbuk system the crew of the u s s voyager
encounters an unusually powerful weapon an unconscious alien and a fleet of attacking warships novelist after
seven long years in the delta quadrant the crew of the starship voyager now confront the strangest world of all
home for admiral kathryn janeway and her officers voyager s miraculous return to planet earth brings new
honours and new responsibilities for some there are reunions with long lost loved ones while for others such as
the doctor and seven of nine there is the challenge of forging new lives in a federation that seems to hold little
place for them but even as janeway and the others go their separate ways pursuing new horizons and
opportunities a strange cybernetic plague strikes earth transforming men women and children into a new
generation of borg soon the entire planet faces assimilation and voyager newly returned from the heartland of the
borg may be to blame captain proton first appeared on star trek voyager as a series of 1940s era space age
melodramas enacted on the holodeck by the crew for their own amusement now produced as a facsimile of a
typical 1940s pulp magazine captain proton collects together a number of deliciously over the top sci fi adventure
stories starring the voyager holodeck cast and told in classic breathless flash gordon style now read on when
queen indrani of the fems fatale kidnaps captain proton s faithful secretary constance goodheart it is only the first
step in another diabolical plan to conquer the incorporated planets it soon becomes clear that there is more to her
plot than meets the eye as on the very edge of death captain proton is saved by a power not of this universe
caught in an eons old fight between alien races who can captain proton trust no one not even ace reporter buster
kincaid can captain proton save the galaxy from the forces of evil and save constance goodheart from the giant
carp of greyhawk ii also in this volume doctor chaotica plots the death of the interstellar patrol a constance
goodheart short can she find captain proton before she shrinks to a size too small to be seen or heard and a buster
kincaid adventure don t miss this exciting issue star trek ist nach beinahe 40 jahren gar nicht mehr aus der tv und
medienwelt wegzudenken und ein stück kulturgeschichte geworden der kult lebt bis heute in vielen serien und
filmen weiter mit star trek voyager der fünften serie schuf man eine unterhalsame tv show die vor allem ein
jüngeres publikum bzw eine neue generation von fans vor die bildschirme lockte die erste star trek serie mit
einem weiblichen captain fand 2001 bzw in deutschland 2002 nach sieben erfolgreichen jahren ihr ende nach
zahlreichen wiederholungen im tv kommen die beliebten abenteuer von janeway und ihrer crew nun ab frühjahr
2004 auf dvd heraus passend hierzu präsentieren wir das einzigartige logbuch das neben der vorstellung aller
charaktere jede einzelne der 272 folgen ausführlich bespricht und umfangreiche produktionshintegründe liefert
when an unstoppable borg plague breaks out upon earth blame quickly falls on the newly returned crew of the
starship voyage did kathryn janeway and the others unknowingly carry this insidious infection back with them
many in starfleet think so and seven of nine in particular falls under a cloud of suspicion now with a little help
from the starship enterprise admiral janeway must reunite her crew in a desperate last ditch attempt to discover
the true source of the contagion and save earth itself from total assimilation into a voracious new borg collective
but time is running out has voyager come home only to witness humanity s end from audet ix to zytchin iii this
book covers it all this is the ultimate reference book for all star trek fans added to this edition are 128 new pages
this addendum highlights the latest episodes of star trek deep space nine star trek voyager and the newest feature
film star trek insurrection the thousands of photos and hundreds of illustrations place the star trek universe at
your fingertips planets and stars weapons and ships people and places are just part of the meticulous research
and countless cross reference that fill this book as the cosmos unravels the disruption in the space time continuum
caused by the creation of the blue eye singularity continues thread by thread the fabric slowly frays and peels
away breaking down barriers between dimensions as the lines between realities blur the consequences cascade a
sleeping city awakes voyager pursues tuvok to a long dormant space station a place of astonishing grandeur and
wonder ancient almost beyond imagining the city seduces the crew with the promise that their greatest
aspirations might be realized such promise requires sacrifice however and the price of fulfilling them will be high
for voyager a mysterious power stirs unseen sentries alarmed by voyager s meddling in the monoharan system
send emissaries to ascertain janeway s intentions unbeknownst to the captain she is being tested and must
persuade her evaluators that their contention that voyager poses a threat to the delicate web of cosmic ecology is
baseless and failure to vindicate her choices will bring certain retribution to her crew in the furthest reaches of
the delta quadrant the uss voyager has encountered many strange and wondrous worlds but none so curious as
that of the chiar an advanced race whose scientists have become galactic experts in nanotechnology the chiar
have expanded inwards rather than out every inch of their planet is crawling with the tiniest bits and pieces of
artificial intelligence imaginable all of them working in concert to form the lifeblood of this mechanical world the
chiar themselves are inseparable from their nanobots which layer their skin and provide additional limbs or senses
as required caught up in internal political conflict some of the chiar will take advantage of their meeting with the
starship voyager to embark on an experiment which goes quietly but devastatingly out of control never thinking
that there could exist a technology they can t tame they believe that they can harness the awesome power of the
borg a conceit which soons turns out to be their most terrible mistake based on star trek created by gene
roddenberry and star trek voyager created by rick berman michael piller jeri taylor science fiction roman
throughout the galaxy an ancient network of interstellar portals has been reactivated instantly linking distant
planets and civilizations back home in the alpha quadrant starfleet can devote all its considerable resources to
coping with the gateways crisis but in the delta quadrant there is only the starship voyager just as voyager enters
an unusually hazardous region of space the ship and its crew are confronted with a flood of lost and disorientated
starships from all over the galaxy accidentally transported incredible distances by the unpredictable gateways the
diverse alien castaways regard each other and voyager with hostility and suspicion captain janeway suddenly finds
herself struggling to hold together an extremely fractious fleet of dislocated alien vessels even as the newly
awakened gateways hold open the prospect of finally bringing her own ship home an original novel set in the
universe of star trek voyager from new york times bestselling author kirsten beyer and the sequel to atonement
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and acts of contrition the full circle fleet has resumed its unprecedented explorations of the delta quadrant and
former borg space commander liam o donnell of the u s s demeter makes a promising first contact with the
nihydron humanoid aliens that are collectors of history they rarely interact with the species they study but have
created a massive database of numerous races inhabited planets and the current geopolitical landscape of a large
swath of the quadrant when an exchange of data is proposed via a formal meeting the nihydron representatives
are visibly shaken when admiral kathryn janeway greets them for almost a century two local species the rilnar and
the zahl have fought for control of the nearby planet sormana with both sides claiming it as their ancestral
homeworld the shocking part is that for the last several years the rilnar have been steadily gaining ground thanks
to the tactics of their current commanding officer a human woman who appears to be none other than kathryn
janeway herself 2016 cbs studios inc star trek and related marks are trademarks of cbs studios inc all rights
reserved
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The Self and Community in Star Trek: Voyager 2022-05-06
after they are pulled 70 000 light years away from alpha quadrant the captain and crew of star trek voyager must
travel homeward while exploring new challenges to their relationships views of others and themselves as the first
extended critical study dedicated to star trek voyager this book examines how the series uses the physical
distance from the crew s home quadrant and the effect this has on the dynamics among community formation self
creation and a sense of place chapters cover topics such as time travel leadership models interspecies
relationships the impact of trauma models of self creation and individuality environmental influences on groups
and individuals memory nostalgia and how spiritual experiences affect people the holographic doctor and the
former borg seven of nine stand out as complex and boundary stretching figures

Star Trek: Voyager: String Theory #3: Evolution 2006-03-01
entangled strands of past and present endanger the future a wake of destruction and loss threatens the u s s
voyager as chakotay assumes command grief over janeway s impending death coupled with anxiety brought on by
the disappearance of paris kim and the doctor forces the crew to take increasingly dangerous actions in order to
assure their own survival but voyager doesn t fight alone behind the lines powerful forces have allied to give the
starship aid toward this end a familiar nemesis the cosmic meddler q sends paris and kim on a perilous journey
elsewhere the doctor trapped in a dimension alien to human understanding reunites with an old friend to help
secure the fates of those he s left behind yet the conflict raging in the monorhan system is merely a surface
manifestation of more serious turmoil the true struggle is rooted in the universe s very foundation standing at the
eye of this maelstrom is voyager whose crew may hold the fate of all

Pathways 2012-10-23
a deadly encounter with hostile aliens has left captain janeway s crew in a disease ridden prison camp to keep up
morale as they plot their escape they share with each other the unlikely paths that brought them to voyager and to
the delta quadrant one by one they reveal their inner selves a fair haired youth who seemed destined either for
greatness or disgrace a half human half klingon woman to whom no part of the galaxy was home a traveller and
treasure hunter who found the greatest treaure of all a naive young man who lost his love in pursuit of his dreams
a vulcan who formed a surprising bond with a human woman of courage and passion a child woman whose
limitless curiosity led to a strange new world of marvels and dangers and the man who is perhaps closes of all to
captain janeway herself the man whose unspoken dedication may hold the key to her survival

Star Trek: Voyager: String Theory #3 2006-03
in the exciting conclusion to the string theory trilogy the crew of voyager faces a conflict that will shake the very
foundation of the universe original

Star Trek: Voyager 25th Anniversary Special 2020-02-18
on january 16 1995 star trek voyager made its television debut the fourth star trek series had a very different
premise to its predecessors flung 70 000 light years to the unexplored delta quadrant far from the familiar
federation the u s s voyager faced a long and perilous journey home across seven seasons captain kathryn janeway
and her crew encountered new species new wonders new threats and some very familiar adversaries for good
measure celebrating a quarter century since the series first began the star trek voyager 25th anniversary special
is an essential guide to the u s s voyager s exploration of the delta quadrant featuring an exclusive new interview
with kate mulgrew plus a season by season guide on set reports and spotlights on production design and visual
effects the star trek voyager 25th anniversary special is the ultimate companion to the show that took the star trek
franchise further than it had ever been before

Old Wounds 2012-09-04
captain chakotay one time maquis resistance fighter is ready to prove himself as the new commanding officer of
the starship voyager but sceptics back at starfleet command are watching him closely for any sign that he will
revert to his renegade maquis ways his first mission as captain to transport a group of displaced colonists back to
their home planet of loran ii seems easy enough make sure the planet is safe for colonisation unload the settlers
and head back to earth he even has an extra reason to enjoy the trip his sister sekaya has joined the mission as a
spiritual advisor to the gentle and peace loving colonists but on loran ii hey discover a mysterious storm an
ominously deserted settlement and a hidden threat from chakotay s past that could destroy them all will his career
as captain be over before it has even begun

Star Trek Voyager Companion 2003
a companion to the popular syndicated television show offers a complete show by show guide to the series
including plot summaries and behind the scenes details

Mosaic 2012-12-11
mosaic tells the life story of captain janeway a compelling tale of personal bravery personal loyalty tragedy and
triumph as told by jeri taylor co creator and executive producer of star trek voyager this is an in depth look into
the mind and soul of star trek s newest captain deep in the unexplored reaches of the delta quadrant a surprise
attack by a fierce kazon sect leaves captain janeway fighting a desperate battle on two fronts while she duels the
kazon warship in the gaseous mists of a murky nebula an away team led by lt tuvok is trapped on the surface ofa
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wilderness planet and stalked by superior kazon ground forces forced to choose between the lives of the away
team and the safety of her ship captain janeway reviews the most important moments of her life and the pivotal
choices that made her the woman she is today from her childhood to her time at starfleet academytm from her
first love to her first command she must once again face the challenges and conflicts that have brought her to the
point where she must now risk everything to put one more piece in the mosaic that is kathryn janeway

Death of a Neutron Star 2002-08-10
an alien scientist asks to join captain kathryn janeway and her crew in the investigation of an unprecedented
scientific find soon u s s voyager is embroiled in a battle of wills among several alien races each intent on
manipulating the discovery toward its own end and decimating whole worlds in the process janeway must stop a
quest for knowledge from turning into a plot for destruction

Star Trek: Voyager—Seven’s Reckoning 2021-08-18
join captain janeway and her crew on a mission full of shocking twists in the first new voyager comics story in over
a decade a chance encounter with a reptilian alien race draws seven of nine and the rest of the u s s voyager crew
into an ancient class conflict that s on the brink of exploding into all out war set during star trek voyager s
amazing fourth season seven finds her newfound humanity in conflict with her commitment to the prime directive
when she finally makes her choice will it have the desired result and will there still be a place for her aboard the
voyager once the dust clears collects the complete four issue series from writer dave baker action hospital star
trek waypoint and artist angel hernandez star trek picard countdown star trek green lantern

Exploring Star Trek: Voyager 2020-04-02
in 1995 star trek voyager brought a new dynamic to star trek s familiar starship oriented show lost 70 000 light
years in space voyager and its crew faced an uncertain and changeable future echoing anxieties felt in the united
states at the time these fifteen essays explore the context characters and themes of star trek voyager as they
relate to the culture and zeitgeist of the 1990s essays on gender show how the series both challenges and
reinforces typical sf stereotypes through the characters of captain janeway kes and seven of nine while essays on
identity examine the show s intersections with disability studies race and multiracial identities family dynamics
and emerging ai and humanity using the epic journey of homer s odyssey as a starting point for the series and
ending with an examination of the impacts of inception at the birth of the internet age this book shows the many
ways in which voyager negotiated different perspectives for what the future of the galaxy and the usa could be

Star Trek: Voyager: Protectors 2014-01-28
based on star trek created by gene roddenberry and star trek voyager created by rick berman michael piller jeri
taylor

Star Trek: Voyager: Mirrors and Smoke 2019-12-11
stranded far from the ruins of the terran empire captain janeway of the rebel ship voyager has crowned herself
pirate queen of the delta quadrant of course the locals won t give in without a fight especially not scavengers
neelix and kes and who is this apparent terran who calls herself annika hansen find out in mirror voyager s
amazing comic book debut

Star Trek: Voyager: Acts of Contrition 2014
collection of short stories based on the television program star trek voyager

A Place Among the Stars 1998-12
captain kathryn janeway s starship voyager lavishly illustrated with detailed technical information this third
volume in the illustrated handbook series features the u s s voyager from the hit star trek tv series the perfect gift
for the star trek fan in your life this star trek illustrated handbook is an in depth illustrated guide to the u s s
voyager ncc 74656 using detailed artworks of key locations including the bridge sickbay and main engineering
plus its shuttlecraft equipment and the delta flyer this book explores the technology and science behind janeway s
ship and how it was adapted to meet the demands of the delta quadrant with illustrations and technical
information from official sources this book provides an extraordinary reference guide to this iconic ship

Star Trek: Voyager: Distant Shores Anthology 2005-11-01
when captain janeway and her crew investigate a peculiar and dangerous anomaly tied to an alien civilization it
sets in motion a chain of events bridging uss voyager s past with its future spirits unbroken by the failed promise
of the uss dauntless captain kathryn janeway s indefatigable crew continues their odyssey of discovery through an
enigmatic region of the delta quadrant encountering a system inhabited by a species that according to known
physical laws shouldn t exist these unusual beings the monorhans hover near the edge of extinction technology
from the uss voyager promises life janeway compelled by the aliens plight dispatches seven of nine and lieutenant
b elanna torres to the monorhan homeworld but an unexpected shock wave crashes the shuttle carrying torres
and seven catapulting voyager into a place beyond the fabric of space time as b elanna and seven wage an
interpersonal war voyager struggles to prevail on an extradimensional battleground against an indefinable enemy
but fate has determined that one is inexorably linked to the other the insurmountable chasm separating voyager
from her lost crew members must be bridged or all will perish
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Star Trek: The U.S.S. Voyager NCC-74656 Illustrated Handbook
2020-07-14
after voyager encounters a damaged alien ship deep in the delta quadrant what at first seems to be a simple
repair mission becomes much more complicated for seven of nine as she becomes involved in an ancient conflict
that will put her newfound humanity to the test from writer dave baker action hospital f ck off squad star trek
waypoint and artist angel hernandez star trek picard countdown star trek green lantern

Star Trek: Voyager: String Theory #1: Cohesion 2005-07-01
a simon schuster ebook simon schuster has a great book for every reader

Star Trek: Voyager—Seven’s Reckoning #1 2020-11-18
the long awaited follow up to voyager architects of infinity from the new york times bestselling author and
cocreator of star trek picard as the crew of the full circle fleet works to determine the fate of their lost ship the
galen a struggle for survival begins at the far edge of the galaxy new revelations about species 001 the race that
built the biodomes that first drew the fleet to investigate planet dk 1116 force admiral kathryn janeway to risk
everything to learn the truth

Pathways 2009-09-29
celebrate star trek voyager with this epic coffee table book this fully authorized edition includes new interviews
archival conversations never before seen art and sketches and more everything you want to know about captain
kathryn janeway s starship voyager and crew just wonderful and so well written stuff i never knew which
surprised me and i was on the show you will enjoy this i guarantee ethan phillips neelix from star trek voyager go
behind the scenes of the making of a television classic with the cast and crew who brought the adventures of the
intrepid u s s voyager to life packed with in depth features on each creative department from visual effects and art
to costume and makeup this volume celebrates star trek s epic adventure in the delta quadrant alongside
production and concept art the cast including kate mulgrew and jeri ryan share their personal highlights from
seven seasons and 172 episodes of star trek voyager star trek voyager was groundbreaking it was the first star
trek show with a female captain and had the franchise s most diverse cast it pushed the boundaries of visual
effects and makeup further than ever before and literally took the show into new territory when voyager was
stranded in the delta quadrant home of the borg collective star trek voyager a celebration tells the behind the
scenes story of voyager s epic journey from its earliest origins and pivotal episodes to in depth features on writing
directing visual effects production art and more the ultimate guide to the making of a television classic based on
more than 30 new interviews featuring the nine principal cast members including kate mulgrew jeri ryan and
robert picardo and key behind the scenes personnel who reveal the stories and secrets behind the show star trek
voyager first appeared on tv on 16 january 1995 running for 172 episodes over seven seasons

To Lose the Earth 2020-10-13
amoral shrouded in secrecy answerable to no one section 31 operates outside the constraints of either conscience
or the law they are the covert operations arm of starfleet their mission to protect the federation at whatever cost
someone or something is trying to kill seven of nine as the crew of the uss voyager race against time to save
millions of refugees from an imminent stellar collapse the former borg finds herself the target of several
apparently random but potentially lethal accidents their investigations reveal a truth more terrifying than anyone
could have imagined as captain kathryn janeway and her crew fight for their lives against the most unexpected
enemy of all

Star Trek Voyager: A Celebration 2020-11-24
seven years ago the uss voyager embroiled in a three way conflict with federation maquis renegades and the
cardassian warship that was pursuing them took evasive action and found itself flung by means of a strange alien
technology to the furthest corner of the galaxy the unexplored delta quadrant many thousands of lightyears from
home more than 170 episodes later captain kathryn janeway and her crew have encountered planets races
civilisations and phenomena unseen by any other federation eyes but no matter the space they have explored or
the obstacles they have overcome their goal has always been the same the impossible journey home will the uss
voyager make it back to federation space and will her crew ever be reunited with those they left behind here is the
first chance for uk fans to find out in full what happens in the final emotive conclusion of the voyager story

Section 31: Shadow 2012-10-16
in the climactic conclusion to the star trek destinytrilogy the greatest menace to the galaxy the borg were
absorbed into the caeliar gestalt with one exception seven of nine who finds herself trapped in a half existence
neither drone nor human seven agrees to join chakotay the former captain of the uss voyager to rendezvous with
the ships that starfleet command has sent into the delta quadrant and see if they can solve the mystery of the
caeliar s disappearance in a region of space which has lived in fear of instant annihilation voyager is charged with
reaching out to possible allies and resolving old enmities but these are not the friendly stars of the federation and
out here the unknown and the unexpected cannot be dealt with by standard starfleet protocols
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End Game 2012-07-24
the u s s voyager finds itself in a system where a planet might have existed but doesn t where the planet should
have been millions and then billions of people are appearing from nowhere and dying in the vacuum of space to
solve the mystery and save billions of lives captain janeway will have to face alternate versions of herself and the
crew of voyager not just one almost mirror image but many janeway will have to find a way to work with her
alternate selves with whom she shares much but each of whom has a different agenda at stake is the survival of
voyager and the lives of billions of innocent people

Unworthy 2012-12-11
nur seven of nine kann die voyager retten annika hansen wurde als kleines mädchen von den borg assimiliert
seitdem ist sie seven of nine nun muss sie sich an bord der voyager in einer für sie völlig fremden umgebung
zurechtfinden als das schiff eine gruppe flüchtlinge aufnimmt kann captain janeway nicht glauben dass die
friedlichen skedaner ihre besatzung mainpulieren und die voyager für einen rachefeldzug einsetzen wollen nur
seven of nine ist immun gegen die telepathen doch sie wird von schrecklichen erinnerungen an ihre borg
vergangenheit heimgesucht

Echoes 2012-10-23
when the sensors of the u s s voyager detect abundant plant life on an unexplored planet captain janeway leads an
away team in search of fresh food supplies they find lavish gardens inhabited by an enigmatic alien race that holds
the gardens sacred the fragrent blossoms are beautiful enticing and far more dangerous than they appear one by
one the away team begins to fall into deep comas from which they cannot be revived unwilling to spread the
affliction to voyager the away team is trapped on the planet until a cure can be found but their investigation is
perceived as desecration by the devout worshippers of the gardens pursued by a fanactical mob slowly
succumbing to the insidious effect of the blossoms janeway faces either a violent death or an endless sleep

Star Trek - Voyager: Seven of Nine 2014-02-25
tracking a shuttle s distress signal to the nearly deserted arbuk system the crew of the u s s voyager encounters
an unusually powerful weapon an unconscious alien and a fleet of attacking warships novelist

Chrysalis 2014-02-24
after seven long years in the delta quadrant the crew of the starship voyager now confront the strangest world of
all home for admiral kathryn janeway and her officers voyager s miraculous return to planet earth brings new
honours and new responsibilities for some there are reunions with long lost loved ones while for others such as
the doctor and seven of nine there is the challenge of forging new lives in a federation that seems to hold little
place for them but even as janeway and the others go their separate ways pursuing new horizons and
opportunities a strange cybernetic plague strikes earth transforming men women and children into a new
generation of borg soon the entire planet faces assimilation and voyager newly returned from the heartland of the
borg may be to blame

Incident at Arbuk 1995
captain proton first appeared on star trek voyager as a series of 1940s era space age melodramas enacted on the
holodeck by the crew for their own amusement now produced as a facsimile of a typical 1940s pulp magazine
captain proton collects together a number of deliciously over the top sci fi adventure stories starring the voyager
holodeck cast and told in classic breathless flash gordon style now read on when queen indrani of the fems fatale
kidnaps captain proton s faithful secretary constance goodheart it is only the first step in another diabolical plan
to conquer the incorporated planets it soon becomes clear that there is more to her plot than meets the eye as on
the very edge of death captain proton is saved by a power not of this universe caught in an eons old fight between
alien races who can captain proton trust no one not even ace reporter buster kincaid can captain proton save the
galaxy from the forces of evil and save constance goodheart from the giant carp of greyhawk ii also in this volume
doctor chaotica plots the death of the interstellar patrol a constance goodheart short can she find captain proton
before she shrinks to a size too small to be seen or heard and a buster kincaid adventure don t miss this exciting
issue

Homecoming 2012-09-04
star trek ist nach beinahe 40 jahren gar nicht mehr aus der tv und medienwelt wegzudenken und ein stück
kulturgeschichte geworden der kult lebt bis heute in vielen serien und filmen weiter mit star trek voyager der
fünften serie schuf man eine unterhalsame tv show die vor allem ein jüngeres publikum bzw eine neue generation
von fans vor die bildschirme lockte die erste star trek serie mit einem weiblichen captain fand 2001 bzw in
deutschland 2002 nach sieben erfolgreichen jahren ihr ende nach zahlreichen wiederholungen im tv kommen die
beliebten abenteuer von janeway und ihrer crew nun ab frühjahr 2004 auf dvd heraus passend hierzu präsentieren
wir das einzigartige logbuch das neben der vorstellung aller charaktere jede einzelne der 272 folgen ausführlich
bespricht und umfangreiche produktionshintegründe liefert

Captain Proton! 2012-10-09
when an unstoppable borg plague breaks out upon earth blame quickly falls on the newly returned crew of the
starship voyage did kathryn janeway and the others unknowingly carry this insidious infection back with them
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many in starfleet think so and seven of nine in particular falls under a cloud of suspicion now with a little help
from the starship enterprise admiral janeway must reunite her crew in a desperate last ditch attempt to discover
the true source of the contagion and save earth itself from total assimilation into a voracious new borg collective
but time is running out has voyager come home only to witness humanity s end

Star Trek Voyager 2004
from audet ix to zytchin iii this book covers it all this is the ultimate reference book for all star trek fans added to
this edition are 128 new pages this addendum highlights the latest episodes of star trek deep space nine star trek
voyager and the newest feature film star trek insurrection the thousands of photos and hundreds of illustrations
place the star trek universe at your fingertips planets and stars weapons and ships people and places are just part
of the meticulous research and countless cross reference that fill this book

Star Trek: Voyager: Farther Shore 2010-04-01
as the cosmos unravels the disruption in the space time continuum caused by the creation of the blue eye
singularity continues thread by thread the fabric slowly frays and peels away breaking down barriers between
dimensions as the lines between realities blur the consequences cascade a sleeping city awakes voyager pursues
tuvok to a long dormant space station a place of astonishing grandeur and wonder ancient almost beyond
imagining the city seduces the crew with the promise that their greatest aspirations might be realized such
promise requires sacrifice however and the price of fulfilling them will be high for voyager a mysterious power
stirs unseen sentries alarmed by voyager s meddling in the monoharan system send emissaries to ascertain
janeway s intentions unbeknownst to the captain she is being tested and must persuade her evaluators that their
contention that voyager poses a threat to the delicate web of cosmic ecology is baseless and failure to vindicate
her choices will bring certain retribution to her crew

The Star Trek Encyclopedia 2011-05-17
in the furthest reaches of the delta quadrant the uss voyager has encountered many strange and wondrous worlds
but none so curious as that of the chiar an advanced race whose scientists have become galactic experts in
nanotechnology the chiar have expanded inwards rather than out every inch of their planet is crawling with the
tiniest bits and pieces of artificial intelligence imaginable all of them working in concert to form the lifeblood of
this mechanical world the chiar themselves are inseparable from their nanobots which layer their skin and provide
additional limbs or senses as required caught up in internal political conflict some of the chiar will take advantage
of their meeting with the starship voyager to embark on an experiment which goes quietly but devastatingly out of
control never thinking that there could exist a technology they can t tame they believe that they can harness the
awesome power of the borg a conceit which soons turns out to be their most terrible mistake

Star Trek: Voyager: String Theory #2: Fusion 2005-11-01
based on star trek created by gene roddenberry and star trek voyager created by rick berman michael piller jeri
taylor

The Nanotech War 2012-10-02
science fiction roman

A Pocket Full of Lies 2016-01-26
throughout the galaxy an ancient network of interstellar portals has been reactivated instantly linking distant
planets and civilizations back home in the alpha quadrant starfleet can devote all its considerable resources to
coping with the gateways crisis but in the delta quadrant there is only the starship voyager just as voyager enters
an unusually hazardous region of space the ship and its crew are confronted with a flood of lost and disorientated
starships from all over the galaxy accidentally transported incredible distances by the unpredictable gateways the
diverse alien castaways regard each other and voyager with hostility and suspicion captain janeway suddenly finds
herself struggling to hold together an extremely fractious fleet of dislocated alien vessels even as the newly
awakened gateways hold open the prospect of finally bringing her own ship home

The Star Trek: Voyager: Farther Shore 2003-07-01
an original novel set in the universe of star trek voyager from new york times bestselling author kirsten beyer and
the sequel to atonement and acts of contrition the full circle fleet has resumed its unprecedented explorations of
the delta quadrant and former borg space commander liam o donnell of the u s s demeter makes a promising first
contact with the nihydron humanoid aliens that are collectors of history they rarely interact with the species they
study but have created a massive database of numerous races inhabited planets and the current geopolitical
landscape of a large swath of the quadrant when an exchange of data is proposed via a formal meeting the
nihydron representatives are visibly shaken when admiral kathryn janeway greets them for almost a century two
local species the rilnar and the zahl have fought for control of the nearby planet sormana with both sides claiming
it as their ancestral homeworld the shocking part is that for the last several years the rilnar have been steadily
gaining ground thanks to the tactics of their current commanding officer a human woman who appears to be none
other than kathryn janeway herself 2016 cbs studios inc star trek and related marks are trademarks of cbs studios
inc all rights reserved
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Gateways Book Five: No Man's Land 2012-09-04

A Pocket Full of Lies 2016-01-26
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